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Abstract In Sudan, land tenants use numerous crops to intensify production in an attempt to improve household food security and income. Resources-use optimization is critical to produce field crops which are regarded as essential food and cash crops in Sudan. This paper looks at River Nile State of north Sudan as a case study due to its high potential to grow food and cash crops. The crops are commonly produced under pump irrigation from the River Nile. Production of these crops in the State faces numerous hindrances, including inefficiency of resources utilization, low level of productivity and high cost of production. The research aimed to optimize the use of available resources in food and cash crops. Primary data were collected using structured questionnaires on 70 randomly selected respondents. A linear programming technique was used to assess the optimal combination of resources in the crops under study. The model revealed that tenants would get higher returns by optimizing resource utilization in food and cash crop production. The State tenants should therefore be guided on how to optimally utilize their resources and be encouraged to grow cash and food crops as a significant contribution to farm sustainability and malnutrition alleviation.
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1. Introduction

Sudan’s economic structure has undergone a major shift over the past two decades[5], the main drivers being oil discovery at the turn of this Century and expansion in services. An overwhelming proportion of the nearly two-thirds of the Sudanese who live in rural areas depend on agriculture for their livelihood. About 70% of the labour force is principally employed in agricultural sector. It is evident that in the foreseeable future the welfare of Sudan’s population, especially of the poor who are largely located in rural areas, will to a substantial degree depend on the performance of the agricultural sector[11]. Agriculture has almost consistently been disadvantaged in public allocations to various economic sectors[6]. Its allocations are both meager and dwindling: from 3.4% to 1.6% during 2000 to 2005 (by more than 50%). The actual share of agriculture in the total development expenditure varied from 8% to 44% over the period 2000 to 2005, but the trend is irregularly increasing. Higher shares were allotted to agriculture within actual expenditure on the overall national development programs ranging from 21% to 46%; yet also with irregular distribution among years (Faki et al, 2009). Agricultural production in Sudan is hampered by high production costs especially the irrigated one, excessive taxation particularly for livestock, high costs of provision of services, and charges that are not connected with the provision of any services.

This paper aims to assess the interrelation between agricultural deterioration and poverty incident in rural area. Finally, economic activities in public and private sectors, development interventions and commodity movement have been quite restricted. Under such a situation agricultural constraints and poverty incident would obviously be expected to escalate. The main findings of this paper indicated strong relationship between the agricultural diminishing and poverty incidence in rural area. Accordingly, the research seeks to draw a road map of agricultural reforms, State policies and public investments in agriculture.

2. Methodology

This study depends mainly on primary data from the study area, beside secondary data from relevant official sources. The method selected for primary data collection was direct personal interviewing of the sample respondents by using structural questionnaires. The primary data collected in 2006 included demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the surveyed tenants, agricultural production and factors affecting irrigation water-use. Secondary data was collected from relevant institutional sources.

2.1. Analytical Techniques
To achieve the stated objectives, descriptive statistical analysis using Cobb-Douglas production functions with Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression to assess the effect of the hypothesized independent variables on water use efficiency. The calculation of the crop water requirements (CWR) was achieved through FAO software program CROP WAT4 according to the recommended Penman- Monteith formula as follow:

$$\text{ETo} = C (WR_n + (1- W) f(u) (ea-ed))$$

Where:
- \(W\) = weighting factors
- \(R_n\) = net radiation
- \(ea\) = saturation pressure
- \(ed\) = perfused water
- \(f(u)\) = function in wind speed
- \(C\) = error factor

LP technique was used to achieve the optimal solution for field crops of the crop combination in Elzeidab farming system. From the collected data, the average farm resources, yield and gross margins by feddan were computed and entered in the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) software program for optimization analysis. The model was specified with gross margins maximization as the objective function as:

$$\text{Max } Z = \sum C_j X_j$$

Such that:

$$\sum a_{ij} X_j \leq b_i, \text{all } j = 1 \text{ to } m$$

And:

$$X_j \geq 0, \text{all } j = 1 \text{ to } n$$

Where:
- \(Z\) = objective function value.
- \(X_j\) = Level of the jth the farm activity. Let n denote number of possible activities; the j=1 to n.
- \(C_j\) = Objective value, in this case the forecasted feddan gross margin of a unit of the jth activity (SDD per feddan).
- \(a_{ij}\) = quantity of the ith resource available required to produce one unit of the jth activity.
- \(M\) = Denote the number of resources; then i = 1 to m.
- \(B_i\) = Amount of the ith resource available (e.g. cubic meter of water).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Tenants

The socioeconomic characteristics of the tenants are expected to have a great effect on the production process in the study area. In addition to increasing crop production and farm and family incomes, improved irrigation access significantly contributes to rural poverty reduction through improved employment and livelihood within a region[2]. The main collected socioeconomic information was on tenants’ education level, marital status, age, family size, family contribution on field work, years of experience, occupations in and/or out farm, distance between the tenants’ home and field, farm size of tenants, and land tenure beside some data regarded their farm activities. From Table 1 the major socioeconomic characteristics of Elzeidab that all farmers in the sample are males and 85.7% were married and 14.3% of them were single.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Family size</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Years of experience</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Farm size</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Distance from tenants’ resident to the farm</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Number of family labor</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Production of Food and Cash Crops

Although most of the crops grown in the State are mostly highly profitable, limitations on land, water, labour and capital hinder attainment of adequate benefits. Most of the land (48%) is allocated to cereals followed by legumes (22%). A diversity of vegetables, spices and fodder crops occupy small areas. Crop yields were much lower than research yields. Yield gaps of 47% and 81% were derived for dry beans and vegetables, respectively, indicating high potential to boost yields. According to Peter (2000), every 10% increase in crop yield reduces the number of income-poor by an average 7.2% in Sub-Saharan Africa. Variables cost of production play a unique role in producing annual crops where material-input costs largely influence earned profits[4]. The survey revealed that about 15 components constitute most of the production cost. Most respondents complained about the high cost of production due to high cost of production inputs. Irrigation water is considered as the single most expensive resource due to the high cost of water pumping from the River Nile. However, sampled farmers invariably over-irrigated their annual crops (Figure 1), with crop water requirements exceeded annually by 60%.

![Figure 1. Physical gaps between crop water requirements (CWR) and applied crop water (CWA) for the crops under study](image-url)
avoid using hired labour to reduce production costs. On average, tenants employed two family members; however (for example), 10 and 34 work-days of hired labours are recruited for chickpea and potato production, respectively. After land, water and labour, the fourth pillar of production is capital. The formal financial system provides only a small part of the credit used by farmers and 93% of the surveyed tenants depended on their own resources, while informal sources such as village merchants contributed only 2.8%.

3.3. Importance of Crops to Household Living

Annual crops – especially wheat, sorghum, food legumes, vegetables and forages – are generally considered the main sources of food and cash crops. Moreover, they play an important role in sustaining the production of the farming systems.

Decisions on marketable surplus quantities and the timing of their sale depend on the type of crop. Given limited infrastructure, this leads to high levels of sales immediately after harvest; however, some is withheld for disposal over the rest of the year. 88% of the produce was sold (77% immediately after harvest and 11% for future sales), with the remaining 12% going to storage. About 32% of the stored quantities were for next season’s seeds and 68% for household consumption. Of individual crops, grains and legumes are partly sold after harvest and partly stored, while vegetables, spices and potatoes are sold immediately due to lack of appropriate storage infrastructure and inadequate markets as illustrated in Table 2.

![Table 2. Distribution of annual crop quantities](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop Distribution</th>
<th>Sale (88%)</th>
<th>Storage (12%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disposal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop Quantities</td>
<td>After harvest sale (77%)</td>
<td>Future sale (11%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most studies confirmed that diversified income sources might enhance farm sustainability. Beetz (2002) reported that, integrating trees and shrubs with the other enterprises on a farm can create additional sources of income, spread farm labour throughout the year, and increase the productivity of the other enterprises, while protecting soil, water, and wildlife. Also, the main off-farm sources in the area are remittances and contributions of family members, formal employment, trade, and other off-farm private activities (Table 3).

![Table 3. Distribution of income sources of Elzeidab tenant’s](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of income</th>
<th>Value (SD)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>% of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source of farm income:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal crops returns</td>
<td>1,870,280</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perennial crops returns</td>
<td>396,533</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livestock returns</td>
<td>107,059</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total average farm income</td>
<td>2,373,872</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total average off-farm income</td>
<td>522,700</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total average income of tenants</td>
<td>2,896,572</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About 37% of the tenants earned off-farm income beside their farm income, while 63% relied only on farm returns. Most of the farm income accrues from perennial crops (78%). The majority of tenants (63%) diversified by growing several crops at one time, often having both livestock and annual crops, and sometimes value-adding enterprises.

Enterprise diversification makes it easier for households to be more self-sufficient in terms of nutrition, livestock feed, soil organic matter and energy.

3.4. Optimal Annual Production Obtained by RNS Model

The integrated modelling approach was useful for linking biophysical and socio-economic factors influencing decision making on small-holder farms and evaluating trade-offs for resource use in terms of nutrient balances, labour use, food sufficiency and cash balance[8]. The agricultural background of River Nile State tenants in growing annual and perennial crops and in animal breeding offer a promising option for improving the farm system and livelihood of people in both rural and peri-urban areas. The output from the model run is the objective function value (returns), the optimal crop combination, and utilised resources accompanied by their respective marginal value productivities. The model suggested the optimal land use is chick pea and dry bean only (on 8.62 and 1.38 feddans, respectively), due to these crops’ high returns when compared to other annual crops in the area of study. Actual returns from crop production were SD 399,487.28, while the optimal returns are SD 811,596.73 (a 103% increase on current levels).

The average tenant had up to 10 feddans of land, 28,573 m3 water, 191 work-days of labour and SD 179,532 (about US$ 870) as capital available for the cropping season. The levels at which these resources were used in food legume crops were achieved. According to these results achieved by the system are indicating that, the rest of the crops could be assessed as unfeasible unless improvements are made. However, these crops are regarded as strategic (important for food security and household income), so incentives should be provided to make them more profitable. The research designed a scenario based on model solution to confirm the importance of crops that did not appear in the optimal plan. The model was assumed that, a decline in prices is happen for both chick pea and dry beans as a dominant phenomenon in the State markets. Seasonal price variation is a normal feature of agricultural products in the State: price of food crops in general follows a common seasonal pattern. The model predicted that the decline of prices for chick pea and dry bean would lead to a fall in gross margins, but the margin in would remain positive. Table 3 shows the results of the new model solution. The scenario analysis here provides the changes of chick pea and dry bean prices in the optimal solution. The optimal return was SD 845,495.61, which is more than the basic solution by 112%. The optimal levels of the resources used were 10 feddans (all the available land),
17,644.94 m$^3$ of water, 133 work-days of labour and SD 202,608.4 of cash capital are less than the actual quantities in the basic solution. The distribution of the cultivated area per feddan was diverse, including all crops except maize (Table 3). The study concluded that the obtained results led to a conviction point that crucial manipulation is needed to stabilise resources sub-sectors to achieve food security, poverty alleviation and improve the livelihood of the farmers of the State. Staple food systems will remain dominant sources of food supply, and optimised farm activities are more dependable sources of income, crop diversification offers higher returns from resources investments and hence needed to be guided.

**4. Conclusions**

The research demonstrates that River Nile State has the opportunity to take a lead in annual crop production due to its stable and high-quality natural resources. This paper explores some of the findings of the field survey, and it describes the resources utilisation for agricultural production in terms of food security and poverty alleviation. We are able to draw the following conclusions:

The farming system is dominated by wheat production which occupies 25% of the farm land.

1) The study reveals the low productivity of the annual food and cash crops that form promising strategic crops.
2) Surface irrigation – the dominant system in the State – is regarded as inefficient and expensive.
3) Agricultural production in the State is characterized as a challenge. This might attributed to the high cost of numerous production inputs, but irrigation water is considered as the most expensive resource.
4) The irrigation cost item of wheat production was 19% of the total cost of production – the largest overall the variable cost items.
5) Overall lack of awareness about resource use optimisation among the surveyed tenants might be due to the limitations of the extension services.
6) Annual crops in the State are well-established, diversified and economically important products.
7) The tenants of the scheme were not optimally allocating the available resources and they devoted only small portions of their farmland to the most profitable crops, especially food legumes.

Based on the foregoing conclusion and the obtained results, the study recommended that:

- The potential for food and cash crop production in the area is quite promising on account of the vast natural resources. The policy makers of the State should consider the economic use of the scarce resources to increase farm gross margins, conserve soil fertility and increase farm sustainability.
- While the expected contribution of annual crops to household nutrient intake can be promoted by diversifying and optimising farm productivity, reducing the need for purchased inputs and (eventually) developing households’ market-orientation for earning additional income will be conducive to resource use optimisation contributing to hunger and poverty alleviation. This could be achieved by State intervention and application of participatory approach.

- Because basic services are regarded as one of the chronic constraints facing agricultural production in the State, intervention is needed to establish infrastructure (i.e. roads, stores, processing stations).
- The study detected that the tenants considered the misuse of resources as a cost issue, while they ignored the dimension of negative environmental consequences. So, it is very important to raise the tenants’ awareness of environmental issues through an efficient mechanism that can be applied by the extension system.
- The study revealed that most of the annual crops under study were considered as low-value crops. Incentives should be provided to make these crops more profitable due to their importance for food security. Relevant policies may include reducing production costs or interventions to purchase them at reasonable prices.
- Appropriate combination of land, water, labour and capital resources for producing food and cash annual crops in area of the study is very important and should be well designed and applied.
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